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POETRY
Song X

A sitting figure
is clenched in a cha!r
left to beg for escae
wihout considering freedom
Those bound black curves
arour’a
ooov
seem to rnpiy noton

think to themselves:
no one wants to visit
places without names
because when we return
we cannot tell
where we have been
we can only say:
held ;n a small room
she was like a white hot arc
in the night.

Special thanks to Gene Armstrong

-Robert Baird

Fight Prime
Time
Read a Book
NEW

USED
RARE
We Buy,
Sell & Trade
Quality Books
431 N. 4th Ave.
792-9551
Mon-Sat 10-10
Sun 12-10

i can feel the movement of ny s
can hear Sound !fl their breath
but or re; th.’
my voice s unheard
unheard in the spaces
ano to the peoole who cry out
to the mob that moves by
unexpre55ye faces touch death
in a mouthful of words
I can touch my ups
touch them to flesh
no feeling will come
just the lust of their youth
from one to another
locked away in corner: labeled
as the mob moves past us
ignoring like the rest
leaving me hands tied
to the pen that they work
—Christopher Jones

TRUE STORIES FROM DOWN SOUTH
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WAY DOWN SOUTH

AS TOLD BY REBARB
One time, when I was in Brazil, urn, I went to the Copacobana Beach y’know the
real famous one. Thoughts of Barry Manilow in my head. This beach is reputed
to be one of the most glamourous beaches in all of South America. And the rest of
the world as well. Maybe. Sort of. When I got there sometime in the late
afternoon. I was struck by the profound amount of garbage evenly spread from the
murky foam to the asphalt road that bordered the beach. Nonetheless, I continued
on. As I walked along the shore, I walked past an old man sitting, facing out to
sea. When I was directly in front of him, he made a kind of whistling sound. I
looked over. He had pulled down his shorts to his knees and was masturbating
his oversized grayish penis (to be pronounced peee-nissss). He smiled. I
stepped up my pace. The next people I met on the beach were what appeared to be
a couple of young girls, in actuality, they were two young transexuals, out
tanning their newly installed breasts which resembled baseballs somehow sealed
under their skin. I need not say anymore. More next issue. Thank you.
-

untitled
Boom Dream
r:r,

o’ stone. then the mountain again
tre arass aro stars
‘xoVdn;, aHke
charin the earth to be perfectly safe.
V this morre”.t of no one
here ar’
so famy.s. so oefect
&i oemands
“a. ao3mted, found.
Bias: o” olack out
“yr of Nmself
‘ras i
story for neing

hard, a
r:at aces over the edge
he winds free:ing away
trose soft knife dols
ieavirig the reading, loosening the rock
tre shape of tNnqs off just a little
4 nightiy dW of old flames
toe broker: touch
other rnytns
tneir lips, hands stopped
cn’, burred,
—Rctert. Baird

iwalkint,hepark,
a lot. See the trees,
the flowers, the grass,
the bums. I saw’
these stoners,
once.
Music. dead dramatic
and pounding, from
their car. They were
smoking, laughing,
hanging out.
Rock and roll,
they shouted, their
voices raising in a
beautiful crescendo,
lifting to the sky.
Rock and Roll
they gushed. Rock and roll.
I walked past. They
didn’t see me.
Rock and roll. I said,
to no one.
Rock and roll.
-Kathy Glasgow

AL8UI of the IIONT11
Ba.re’foot Rock wJth
Ka/flef ?fld Das Coml’O
Making Uves

Ever since the highly favorable review of Rainer’s tape, “The Mush Mind Blues,”
in Rolling Stone it received three stars from reviewer Kurt Loder fans have
been anticipating this first long-player with glee unbounded. They will not be
disappointed.
Tucson’s explosive slide guitarist and all-around swell bluesman serves up a
dynamic dish of funky blues and dirty rock n roll. He’s joined here by boss
bassist Nick Augistine and hotter ‘n heck drummer Will Clipmaa (who, by the
way. didn’t make it into the cover photo, somehow replaced by current Combo
stickrnan Bruce Halper, who, though bein’ no slouch himself, didn’t play on the
record).
Rainer kicks things off with the manic “Barefoot Rock.” slipping then into the
st.atelly, romantic “Sleepwalk.” which is slightly reminiscent of Ry Cooder’s more
tender blues pieces for films such as “Alamo Bay” and “ParIs, Texas.” From
there, its pure rock n blues excitement and no brakes, including four Rainer
originals and six covers (by the likes of J.B. Lenoir and Robert Johnson.
Personal I ayes: “That’s How Things Get Done.” inspiration for the common folk,
and “Howl Wanted You,” with Augistine’s killer bass intro.
is hard to find, possible owing to the fact that this is on
Barefoot Rock with
a London label and U. S. distribution had been slow. Pester your record store;
this one s worth the effort.
-Guillermo dcl Brazo Fuerte
--

--

Since Rainer is a local commodity. it is difficult to stay objective on his new
release Sarefoor Rock owing to fact that I have watched him perform often. And.
of course. most bands are better live than on vinyl.
The performances, with some notable exceptions, are not his best, The covers
‘Sleepwalk,’ “Around and Around,” and his own composition ‘[rn a Sinner” are
as close as we’ll get to his passionate live performances. Robert Johnson s “Last
Fair Deal” gets the pop treatment with a speeded up tempo and handc laps. This
arrangement sinks the song. Even “Barefoot Rock,” always one of his best covers,
sounds rushed and somewhat predictable.
Still, it’s a pleasure to finally have these songs on vinyl. Das Combos excesses
running far ahead of the arrangements have been trimmed. so Rainer is
allowed to shine as he should.
incidentally, dIstribution problems have been relieved. A few copies are
available at Discount Records.
-Peter Catalanotte
-

-
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Full F/me Men
Coyote

4?Peri
.4th//ed

He’s done it again. Everytime Al Perry releases something new, its just another
testament to his overwhelming talent.
Comprised of twenty-four instrumentals, this cassette - only release might
surprise you. His range is wider than the blues/country sound he usually sticks
Every song.is distinct and sounds like a classic. Some of the best; “Do the
Wheelbarrow,’ a Bo Diddley styled rocker, his homey remake of Finland, and a
tender rune f or Al that iS) titled “Julia.” after Julia Mueller. Al Perry and the

Cattle drummer.
He could be called an heir to the Link Ray throne. but when did Link Wray play
all the instruments himself? Perry is remarkable.
-Peter Caralanotte

Full Time Men consists of Keith Streng (Fteshtonesl and Peter Buck (REM), with
a few friends filling out the Sound. Evidently. its s a side project done for fun.
But the worst thing I can say about this three-song EP is that it’s no fun at. all.
The lifeless songs have insipid lyrics, boring arrangements, and feeble
melodies. ‘Way Down South” by Peter Zaremba (also of The Fleshtones, and host
of MTV’s Cutting Edge) is a little more palatable than Strengs two songs, but only
because it’s so cliched, that it brings on a ‘haven’t I heard this somewhere before’
reaction.
Full Time Men’s songs might. have been OK at a party or in somebody’s kitchen.
but. shame on the person whose idea it was to preserve them on vinyl.
-Caitlin von Schmidt
Hindu Love Cods
LR,5

Cer Burned
The Flies
/leinesrerd

Here we go again. This time we have 3/4 of REM - Peter Buck, Mike Mills, and
Bill Berry joining Bryan Cook (vocals> and Warren Zevon (you tell me. I can
hear him) to form Hindu Love Gods.
The participants really shouldn’t take all the blame for this seven-inch single
pressure from REM fans convinced I.R.S. to release it.
The A side “Gonna Have a Good Time Tonight’ is pretty flaccid, just average
guitar saddled with moronic lyrics, This mess was written by George R. Young
and Harry Vanda a nuarter to the person who can plarø thtp, W1h a!! e
potentially great covers available, there is really no excuse for this tripe.
The flip-side is a bit better. Narrator,” written by the whole REM crew
(Michael Stipe included), is a surf tune about a guy who wants to be “on the
Jacques Cousteau show.” It’s not wildly original, but its a good addition to any
REM fan’s collection, Still, I think everyone else can survive nicely without it.
-

Despite theN ew Wave name (witness: the Cars, the Babys, the Shoes), this
Boston power trio plays hard pop with avegeance. The lyrics are mostly
concerned with love or lack thereofl. and vocalist/guitarist Nat Freeberg sings
1th a conviction that is hard to find, while the rest of the band steamrolls
anything in it s path. If they make their next effort an LP this six song EP ends
before it begins), they’ll have themselves a winner.
-jane Hybrid
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-Caitlin von Schmidt
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Despite their pretentious, socialist leanings and a naughty tendancy to slip
occasionally into Big Country-ish bombast or swirling Smithsian scenarios, I
kinda like this band. Or at least this record, which I assume is their first.
The neo-proleta,riat stance (“It’s only foolishness to speak your master’s
works” is one of the tamer examples) isn’t surprising, these fellows hail from
lower class British backgrounds, Their songs can be intriguing and intensely
beautiful “Nineteen Sixty Nine,’ and several others or the sugary and anonynous
in that moody and self-important “rock-of-the-SOs” style. That is to say, one’s
opinion of this disc will depend not only on one’s political sympathies but on
one’s mood swings.
-(;itflprmn tløl Rrii Fiiørt

-
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RF: How have you prepared for this tour?
WZ: We’ve all been practicing and stuff. Weve always been open about the fact that
we arent total maestros on our instruments, We guarantee something
different.
RF: Is having a hit song or record what the Del Fuegos wanted to do from the very
beginning?
WZ What we want to do s just make good records. Our philosophy hasn’t changed
from day one really. Our goal is just to have fun and make music. The things
that do change are the ways we look at things. We’ve gotten more serious and
professional as we’ve gone along. It really hits you when you get a contract with
Warner Brothers, its like, you realize you have a chance to make some impact.
The last thing we would do is sell any part of our soul.
(Tucson) is where
Naked Prey is from, right?

THE DEL FUEGOS LEARN TO DRINK PERRIER
Seemingly coming out of nowhere the Del Fuegos rose to
prominence with 1984’s “The Longest Day” (Slash). Full or
energetic rockers and soulful ballads it was one of the years
best efforts. The following year found them running the same
th with the release of “Boston, Mass.” though it’s a path
they run well.
Live, they still rock with the best of them, putting on a
remarkably tight show with INXS at the TCC Music Hall or
-

A.u1ust

-

RF: You bet.
WZ: Theyalways get us reefer, We’ll have to see

30.

We spoke to guitarist Warren Zanes in a telephone interview
week before the show.

if

.

they can get us any weed.

BEADS
wood beads stone be,cls
clay beads bone beads
shell beads brass beads
horn beads glass be.ds
old beads young beads
loose beads strung beads
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.hec Farm. ‘v.Thats !:e touring with INXS?
ars A crowc we oont see too mucn. its rnoslv ciubs wner ere
raoimng so it’s usually over twenty—one. But (now) ts a pretty good
c.ercertaae of teenagers.
RF Do the Del Fuegos fit in with a glarn band like INXS?
WZ: it’s a slicker thing theyve got going. It matures when it goes alona. Slicker
t.hey\’e got the whole show together. It’s a bit wilder. It doesn’t detract from it
at all, slicker isn’t a bad word. We’re personally ready to get slick too.
RF. Have you sold out?
WZ: Some people say we have, people from the old underground days.
RF: So there won’t be anymore drinking?
WZ: Doing gigs with the Replacements we’d see who could drink more. If the
Replacements chalianged us now, we’d pop out the soda water. We just
bagged that, it wasn’t getting us anywhere. All we’re hoping to do is
grow up album by album. Look for a new record around March.

HOW SWEET IT WAS
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A CONVERSATION WITH CAMPER VAN EETHOYEN
Tuescay, August 27th and rn in front of Impulse, 3 PhOCfllX
nightclub where Camper Van Beethoven are going to play in
just a few minutes. Formed in June of’ 1 Q83, tney quickly
garnered praise from critics and audiences
They
nave a unique sound, playing various fusions of
ethnic/garage/psycriedelic/thrash, using a baslc gwtar, bass,
arum lIneup, hut they also employ violin, a cheesy organ> ana
the new addition of’ steel pedal guitar. They sing of lifes
everyday pleasures and pains...you kno.v; your dog Lassie
4 To tn
‘r
, r’neads on ,nur ‘awn, se r’ ,jerrv
t3arcls daughter on te street...real basic stuft. Any other
band would lapse into petty pretent ions with tnis kind of
music, hut not these guys. They take nothing seriously,.
especially themselves.

RF: Thanks, we’ve all been losing sleep over that one. Heard any good bands lately?
bought the Ten Foot Faces EP on your recomendation, I enjoyed it.
DL: Well, White Fronts from San Francisco, Yo La Tengo from New Jersey,
PF: Theyve been getting lots of good press,
DL They’re good, out only on a good night.
a good night they’re worth seeing.
CP: I liked Doctor’s Mob in Austin, they were really good.
DL:
.an Spot 1019 (a local Phoenix band) will be releasing an aiburn on our labeL
Pitch—A—Ter,t, as wli s 1Cr, Foot Faces new LP
RF’ Any good tour stories’?
V. We had our hair teased in New Orleans.
DL’ And we got ripped üff in Auburn., Michigan. We didnt get paid because tb;rQs
messed up and we came late to the gig So the bar owner wouldn’t pay ‘is
CP There were aoout four of us surrounding him, yelling at him, oenancng Our
.

)
)

.

Interview by Peter Catalanotte

Rhetoric Farm: Voure missing somebody.
Victor Krurnmenacher: Greg (Usher, guitar).
RF Where is he° Internal combustion°
VK: Greg i doing other things. We realty don”t know what h&s doing

RF. Why did he quit? His picture is all over your new EP...
VK; He doesn’t like to tour too much.

RF: ,..And notice you have your old drummer/guitarist Chris Molia back on tour with
you playing steel guitar, and temporary drummer Chris Pedersen is back for good
VK: We have him playing permanently now, and Chris has been playing steel guitar
since January of this year. And that S his place, he fits right in. And Chris
(Moila), Chris (Pedersen), and i have a band called Monks of Doom. Camper Van
is just group of different bands, realty. (David Lowery enters)...
RF: I heard a rumor that you have a new album out in Europe that hasn’t been released
here yet. But I just went t.o a record store and found it in the bin.
DL: Yeah, Rough Trade (record distributors) called and asked us if we wanted to do an
EP. We said, ‘sure’ We’ve already recorded the third album. It should he out by
October 15.
PF: I have a very important question that so many of us have been trying to answer.
What are the words to the first couplet in “Take the Skinheads Bowling?
Everday I get up and pray to
DL: Jah.
by
RF: l.ttiought so. The next line: “and he increases the number of
exactly one”
DL: Clocks.

VK: Wicailed our tour manager the next day and he called the bar owner and the bar
owner said, ‘the check’s in the mail.’
RF: Tell me you’ll be coming to Tucson soon,
VK; Well we cant Itt it in right now. We’re on the last leg of our tour and we couldn’t
fit Tucson in. Though we enjoy playing there.
DL: Actually there’s really no difference between playing Phoenix or Tucson.
Kate Donovan (CVB fan): Yes there is!!! Phoenix people won’t dance because they
don’t want to mess up their hair..
DL: Yeah, I guess. We’ll be playing with R.E.fl. on some dates of their tour. We
played in Athens, Georgia we didn’t like it too much. everybody stayed outside
during our set hanging out and smoking cigarettes. After the show, they were
all saying, you can steep at MY house.’ And before the show this guy is hanging
out with us. I didn’t think too much of it. he was cool. Then about ten minutes
before we went on I realized it was C R.E.M. guitarist) Peter Buckl couidn’t tell
his hair is real long now, almost over his eyes. Have you heard their new albun
yet? Its real good.
RF: 1 haven’t, heard much of’ it yet..
DL: They’re gonna be the next Rolling Stones.
RF: How do you mean?
DL: This album might sell well, it’s got a good radio sound to it. And they do this
song by the Clique called ‘Superman.’ it’s pretty good. Anyway, we also played.
in Florida, and that. was weird. There were three bands, and the first was a
hardcore group. The second band was doing, like, Carpenters covers I swear
And in between sets. the soundman played this Windham Hill jazz shit. I t was
—

I’

—

F

iave you ciotten any good press in Europe?
Yeah heard we got a write up in some newspaper over there.
.JerrfCr (sound person): Really I hadn’t heard that.
Pin what, New Music& Express (NME), Sounds?
ru. No in a regular newspaperl That was pretty neat. WeVe been mentioned in
S:inds and NrIE, but its always been short paragraphs. NME mentioned us next
to a Daryi Hail review.
PF Well do you have any questions you’d like me to ask?
Are you wearma underwear?
(To DL) Are you wearing underwear?
DL (Chec:kina down his pants) Ummmm,.. No.
David never wears underwear,
‘cr: ow bout you Victor?
Today lam.
DL
and theyre bleached white.
Yeah, they’re bleach white. Actually they’re tie—dyed.

Srow review
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Al Perry and the Cattle are back in town after a two—week trip through Canada.
Apparently, it was more fun than snot on a rubberband, IL seems Canadian bar owners
pay well and went so far as to feed the band!l They appeared on Canadian MTV” as
Perry puts it. and a few radio stations as well. He has also put out a new tape,
Fraidy Cat (see review this issue)...,,
Michael Griffin of
The Cryptics has moved to Flagstaff which leaves the band in a lysergic limbo,
which in turn puts an indefinite hold on their Voxx Records single. To make matters
worse. bassist MaLt Griffin needs a new place to live ihe roomed with brother
Michael, you see) The Cryptics are one of Tucsons better bands, and Grapevine
wishes them the best of luck.
Thanks goes to Prince protege Charley Brown of
The Enter tainment Magazine for informing their readers (September ‘86 issue)
rat drummer Roc Dodson of The Distant “is consderea one of the most
hanosome faces to the Tucson mustc scene.’ Grapevine was unoen toe moression it
rebel rouser Fish Karma
lndustrial Waste edttors John Sills and Wes
Montrose are forr. inn a oand. Described as industrial surf mustc,” they snould be
playing out shortly.
Grapevine wtshes Rainer the best of luck with nis ne’
album (see album of the month this issue). Rumor has it he was having complicated
immigration problems for a European tour with Das Combo, But the latest news
reoorts that he is acing to Europe with Giant Sand/Blacky Ranchette. More
news as this develops.
Randy Love (aka Timothy Gassen) and his band
Marshmallow Overcoat need a drummer, Any takers? Their new Voxx single is
already being pressed and any live shows are on hold
Notes from the UA Cellar.
Tnu, Sept. Ii Rainer playec an outstanding
acoustic set to a small, but attentive audience. His arrangements are still some of’ the
best to be found.
Mon. Sept. 13. saw solo vocalist Howard J. (no last names
please) vent his emotions with a short set six cover songs. Accompanied by a
pianist, he performed a wide range of material. From lionel Richie’s ‘Say You Say
Me” to the Gong Show standard “Feelings’
Wed. Sept, 17, Deadbolt.s played
an energetic set with guitarist/vocalist Pete Holmes leaping on and off the stage.
Their set was short and they resorted to playing songs twice.
Thu. Sept. 18 an
electrical outage ended the Distant’s set prematurely. Subsequently, they were
allowed to play beyond the one o’clock limit.
Any dirt, scoops, poops, or corrections should be addressed to Grapevine, 841 E.
Speedway, Tucson, AZ 85719. Al! submissions will be assumed to be at least
half—way factual.
,

We had to end our meaningful conversation because the boys had
to go on any minute.
Thv took the stage and gave an impressive performance.
Besides playing old
favorites like 72 lop goes to Egypt’ they played a batch of new
songs, including a ten
m!nute Dsvcho/orore/ove/t,hrob called ‘Procession: it was truly
incredible,
The place was oaci.e, the crowd was appreciative, and even
though Chris liolia
ooea bored Oerrc ns steel guitar (being buried in the mix
didn’t help) they all
eee have a gooc
eres noping tnev come to Tucson soon.
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Train of Thüught
Phantom Limbs
CD Presents
, Th M0f#
1
W1
t,.i

Tucson mainstays Phantom Limbs are back (as good as ever) and enjoying a
genuine resurgence of popularity of late. no doubt aided by the release of this.

their second album.
Lead singer and guitarist ,Jelferson Keenan still writes greatly underestimated
Rorschach blot-inspired cow-pop songs about. love and death among the
intelligentsia. His distinctive, nasal. clopped twang adds depth (of all things) to
nearly morbid, sometimes sardonic and mostly playfull numbers such as
Formaldehyde.” “Saw the Woman in Half,’ and the polka-like title track. Bass
player Jim Parks contributes the dandy “Suzanne Valadon,” the arrangement. of
which is much fleshed our by some honky-t.onk piano from Green on Red
keyboacdist Chris Cacavas.
Also featured is the subversive pop brilliance of phantastic Limbs classics
“Stigma” and”Psychology Today.” Liberal use of horns on several cuts here,
sounding big, production-wise. dont do much for me. Personally. 1 prefer the
more stream-lined rock n roll modus operandi they’ve been displaying onstage
recently.
-Guillermo del Braze Fuerte
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.fe,ding WlJ
4 figs!
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Never had the pleasure of hearing Angst’s much-praised first LP. LiteLif but
if it was anything like this one, it. deserved all the good notice. This San
Francisco band sticks pretty closely to the 3-minute pop song format. Its tunes,
laden with fluid twitch-pop melodies and fiercely strummed guitar
configurations, oddly resemble Eastern mant.ras more than rock ‘n’ roll.
Many critics have labeled this band as one of the new country-influenced
pop-rock groups, but the only real country flavorings here are on the songs “127
Years.” a speedy hillbilly cooker in ‘/4 time, and the punky-fast version of
Simon and Garfunkel’s “Richard Cory.” Otherwise, Angst fires mostly simple
‘and in a way complex) chordal patterns into the twisting gray matter of the
1 istener.
As for the lyrical content, the band lives up to its extistential name rather
well. Their songs are, with few exceptions, concerned with an emotional
hardening of the arteries. Theirs is a rhetoric of failed romance and weary, but
warm, cynicism. ‘All of a Sudden” exhibits a predictable attitude (“Some days I
dont live. I ‘ust survive”), but surprises us as its protagonist discovers a little
hope in “what it. is to crawl in love.”
The vocals, alternately by guitarist Jon E. Risk and bassist Joseph Pope. seem
either artfully slurred (a Ia Michael Stipe) or stonily rap-spoken (in the manner
of Lou Reed). or both at once.
te’no’ing Wall will require several listenings for maximum enjoyment, which, of
course. is a relative term whenever you’re dealing with angst.
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Television Greatest flits
lee lee Icons
The TV Theme Song Sing
Rhino

scr

it all. The rest aint bad
Buy this record now. The song “10 Generations” says
either. It is. In fact. the living end.
—

It seems such a durable idea releasing old cv themes on
records as if they were
important music. In a way, they are. They are as important as an old
friend
because we grew up with them, we will probably never forget
them, and they are
always there qalbeit in countless re-runs).
When the two-record Television c Greatest HJIs(TGH) was
released last year. it
became an instant success (mostly with aging YUPpieS looking
to relive their
youth). But it IS one of the most purely entertaining albums one
can buy. It has
every theme youd expect (‘Howdy Doody.” “Batman,”
“Twilight Zone”), and each
side ends with a stoo-pjd TV related spot (a newscast, a
technical difficulties
announcement, etc.i. Its success was so immediate. Volume two is on
the way,
Until that arrives, one can get numerous rip-offs, of which
The
TV
Theme
Song
Sing-A/ongAJu is oneof the best
Compiled by TV theme song addict John Javna, who’s written two
TV theme
songbooks. it contains an impressive array of mostly rare
versions of your
favorites. Such as the or iginal “Andy Griffith Theme, which
initially had lyrics
instead of whistling, It makes an ideal companion to TGH because
of these
rarities, And it contains excellent liner notes, which the
other album sorely
lacks.
-Peter Catalanott.e

No. this isn’t their new album (see interview this issue) well have to wait
awhile for that. but this should hold you over.
Besides the title track (which you should own by now), this EP contains a
cleaned-up version of “Cowboys from Hollywood,” plus two more previously
unreleased songs. A third is listed, but it seems to be a ten-second space filler.
Of course, you must own it. if not for the music, at least buy it for the hilarious
squid-in-the-Iridge liner notes.
-Peter Catalanotte
-

-

-

A’i’iI Tunes
Leaving Trains

Camper i’an Beethoven
Tate the Stinbeads Bowling
Rough Trade

Laurie Anderson is running out of things to say. She made
United States, her
epic six-part theatre/performance art show epic, she
will never live up to it.
As such, she seems to running in circles. She employs
the usual sing-speak
vocals, the usual “1 had a dream,..” imagery, and she
even milks “Sharkeys Night”
from her last studio LP Mister /iestThreg
Also, she had better decide soon whether she wants to stay
in the Art World, or
enter the Pop Artist World, She rode to fame straddling
both, and it may not be
such a safe ride anymore.
-Jane Hybrid

-Brao Fuerte

Brazo Fuerte

Home a/the Brave
Laurie 4nderson
Warner Bros.

Best WXches

lad ir
fridescence
How to clear a room; Play any record by jad Fair (or his equally chaotic band
1/2 Japanese), and I guarantee almost instant success.
To be honest, this stuff appeals to me. But take note: Forty-two instumentals
(ranging from pop-avant-noise, to drone-avant-noise, to noise-noise-noise),
sounding like a third-grader’s attempt at the Residents (every song is named
either O,K.’ or A.O.K.”) is NOT going to be everybody’s cup of Lea.
If youre brave enough, give him a chance (and 1/2 Japanese while you’re at it}.
At least he’s useful for chasing out those unwanted guests.
-Peter Caralanotte

oocert Peiew
GUADA CANAL DIARY WITH ALEX CHILTON
IMPULSE NIGHTCLUB (PHOENIX)
SEPTEMBER 3, 1986
Even if they dont realize it, they have a big responsibility. Straddling the
American underground scene and the commercial airwaves, Guadacanal Diary
must to prove to their label. Elektra. that. there is a potential for bands not
concerned with fashion or musical fads.
They rose to the occasion. Playing a stylish, professional show, they
emphasized songs from their new LP ja,möoree. Vocalist/guitarist Murray
Attaway was in fine form with his strong vocals. Bassist Rhett Crowe was a
pleasure to watch as she lumped and jerked on the stage. While they used
dynamics well, it became redundant. It proved effective for their songs, which
have a spooky, ethereal feel. But it became apparent it was the only trick they
knew. The audience called the band back I or an encore. They played “Johnny B.
Goode at half-speed, making it seem more like a funeral march, than the joyful
tune it really is.
A1x Chilton was a Fine treat. His rela,ed stage presence and slightly askew
lyrics were a delight. Bacted by a strong rhythm section, he ran through songs
from his two EPs.
No, he did not perform ‘The Letter,’ The Bo Tops classic that he wrote. He
dj. play an all-French Volare,” which more than made up for it.
-

-Peter Catalanotre

-

CRITICS RAVE

LP’S&CASSETTES..
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